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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not

ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
++ Illegal Border Crossings Down 40% BUT Totally Non-vetted, Diseased
Refugees Obtaining SSN’s and Passports Upon Arrival in the US (by Plane, Under
the Cover of Night)
Josh Tolley posted a disturbing video on YouTube this past week. In the video
Josh interviews a woman from Missouri who explains how refugees are flown in
at night and given Social Security Numbers and Passports completely non-vetted.
The woman started attending meetings last year sponsored by Missouri Social
Services that are under the auspices of the UN Refugee Resettlement
Organization – the Office of Refugee Monitoring out of Washington D.C.
It just struck me as curious how casual they were about the number of people
that they were bringing into the state of Missouri and how they were being
brought in and where they were going and the conditions under which they were
being brought in.
The woman attended the meetings along with other agency personnel from
around the state of Missouri as a requirement of their contracts related to
refugees. She went on to discuss the number of refugees coming into the state
and mentioned that President Trump slowed the number of refugees coming into
the US which was well within his purview.
She stated that the refugees are not vetted:
Actually they are not vetted and they are not the safest people. We’re being told
through mainstream media that they are going from 12 to 18 months worth of
vetting but in the meetings that I have attended I learned that there was no vetting
done at all. They were literally given plane tickets and put on a plane right away
within 24 hours. And, they were put on the plane with the clothes on their back.
Many of them come into country diseased. They come in with tuberculosis,
leprosy, HIV, giardia, smallpox, polio – communicable diseases apart from giardia
which is a parasite. They’re coming in with communicable diseases – highly
contagious diseases.
The Obama Administration’s immigration policies were insane. President Trump
has already slowed immigration but as we can see there is still much more to be
done.
Play to 34:58 & ++ 38:38-42:44 & 51:46-end: https://youtu.be/3qXL6IB9YKE
Just some headlines from this week:
Coincidence? Obama Makes Surprise Visit to Hawaii 48 Hours Before Judge
Blocks Trump Travel Ban I A ruling by a federal judge in Hawaii that blocked
President Donald Trump’s travel ban was announced less than 48 hours after
Barack Obama made a surprise visit to Honolulu.
Hours before Trump’s travel ban on individuals from six Muslim countries was set to go
into effect yesterday, US District Court Judge Derrick Watson, who presides in
Honolulu, slapped down the policy, citing Trump’s comments on Muslims during the
presidential campaign as part of his reason for blocking the ban.

Watson was nominated by Obama to the position in November 2012, having
graduated from Harvard law school in the same year as Obama.
As the Honolulu Star reported, Obama “made an unannounced return to Hawaii
Monday,” just three months after his last official holiday visit as president, arriving with a
small entourage that included a Secret Service detail.
Eagle-eyed Reddit users noted that Obama had dinner at the Noi Thai restaurant, which
is just minutes away from the courthouse and that Obama was, “likely within 5
minutes of the judge’s house at one point on the drive over.”
PopSugar reports that Obama played golf but was “still making time to take care of
business” as he met with tech leaders and that “his return to politics might be
sooner than we think.”
Trump: Judge Blocking New Immigration Order Is ‘Unprecedented Judicial
Overreach’ Donald Trump responded to the federal judge in Hawaii who froze his
latest executive order restricting immigration just hours before it was supposed
to go into effect
Lindsey Graham Announces Congress Is Going After Trump for Anything &
Everything
Trudeau Gives Preference to Islam over all other Religions in Canada
U of T professor says it is not “radical” to support Caliphate and Sharia Law
Teacher quits after Muslim primary school students threaten to behead her,
government does nothing
Muslim Gang Pummels Young Danish Couple for Eating Ham Pizza
1,500 acid attacks have been recorded in London since 2011 Love how they don't
mentioned one time that these attacks are by Muslims!!!
Comments: CO--Acid attacks, female genital mutilations, forced marriages, child
marriages, sharia courts, etc. etc. - Britain is so progressive.
T--Yep, let's not even mention immigration, as if that has no bearing on acid
attacks.
Lazar--See how Britain has been culturally enriched by Diversity!
Bezos’ Washington Post Edits Headline to Protect Illegal Aliens on Food Stamps
The Far Left Liberal Washington Post owned by Billionaire Jeff Bezos headlined an
article on March 16th stating:
Immigrants are now cancelling their
food stamps for fear that Trump will
deport them.
A short time later, the Liberal Mouth
Piece edited its headline by omitting
that immigrants are on food stamps
and rather blaming President Trump
for them going hungry: Immigrants
are going hungry so Trump won’t
deport them.
Bezos’ @washingtonpost quickly
changed this headline as doesn’t
want you to know illegals are on

benefits paid for by you. pic.twitter.com/soDFn2Hput
— Julian Wan (@juliangwan) March 16, 2017
NCFIRE members and concerned citizens of NC: To bring you up to date, 170
illegal aliens have been charged with 592 child rapes/child sexual
assaults/indecent liberties with a child, in just over the last 10 months in just
North Carolina alone!!! These monthly reports cover a period from May 2016
through February 2017. Every monthly report can viewed on our website:
www.ncfire.info
Sadly Mexico is a beyond bad neighbor as it relates to our border by not
controlling their side and allowing illegal immigrants and drug traffickers to
routinely cross into the USA, by pushing sewage into our waterways as noted in the
weblinks below, and by all the trash dropped by illegal immigrants into our national
parks and border areas, as illegals cross into the USA in violation of our US immigration
laws. See:
Mexican sewage routinely fouling San Diego beaches, ocean waters
During the 17 days that 140 million gallons of raw sewage poured from Mexico into the
Tijuana River and then into the ocean fronting several popular South San Diego
communities, no Mexican official disclosed the potential health and environmental
hazards.
Despite the silence when the spill began Feb. 6, some 200,000 people living in South
San Diego, Imperial Beach and Chula Vista knew there was something amiss. Even a
mile away from the Tijuana River they could smell the eye-watering, throat-burning,
overwhelming smell of raw sewage. They’d eventually learn this was the worst sewage
spill in the region in a decade.
The spill resulted in several miles of beaches being closed for five to six weeks from the
Mexican border north to the city of Coronado.
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/03/17/mexican-sewage-routinely-fouling-san-diegobeaches-ocean-waters.html
Illegal Immigrants Trash Border Lands With Tons Of Waste
A little-known side of the heated Mexican border security issue is that
government workers risk their lives to clean up the huge amounts of trash left by
illegal immigrants in secluded desert areas with rigorous terrain.
The job is becoming increasingly difficult and dangerous as illegal aliens use
more remote paths to avoid stepped up enforcement along the vast U.S.-Mexico
border.
Each year illegal immigrants leave behind an estimated 2,000 tons of trash—including
soiled diapers, plastic bottles and abandoned vehicles—in public Arizona lands along
the border, Darwin said, and it’s becoming tougher to clean up the huge mess. “These
are dangerous areas,” Darwin told the panel. “These are known areas of illegal
immigration, illegal drug trafficking.”
The problem is so severe that the state created a special web site dedicated to trash
along Arizona’s 370-mile border with Mexico. It includes pictures of southern border
areas covered with piles of waste as well as alarming statistics. For instance, the

thousands of tons of trash discarded by illegal immigrants annually is having a
detrimental environmental impact and affecting the area’s human health and the
economic wellbeing.
Listed examples include strewn trash and piles, illegal trails and paths, erosion and
watershed degradation, damaged infrastructure and property and loss of vegetation and
wildlife. There is also lots of vandalism, graffiti and damage to historical and
archaeological sites. Adding insult to injury, taxpayers pick up the exorbitant tab to clean
it up.
https://www.azbordertrash.gov/index.html
http://www.judicialwatch.org/blog/2012/02/illegal-immigrants-trash-border-lands-withtons-of-waste/

